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What Is An Abaya?

An abaya is a cloak worn by Muslim women the world over.  It is also called an aba and is a robe
like dress, which is loose and enveloping and worn like an over-garment.  Traditionally, abayas are
black and is a square shaped fabric or a long caftan and is draped from the head or shoulders of a
woman.  It covers all aspects of her body except her hands, feet, and face.  A niqab or a face
covering is also sometimes worn by Muslim women in addition to the abaya.  While in South Asia it
is called the burqa, in Iran it is called a chador.  In Indonesia and Malaysia, the abaya is also called
the kebaya.

Origin of the Abaya

The purpose behind wearing an abaya is to cover or conceal a womanâ€™s body from males unrelated
to her.  It is felt that a woman covered in an abaya is protected from any disrespect from males in
the society.  Originally abayas were worn by women of the affluent classes who did not have to work
versus the slaves who were not allowed to be veiled or covered.  Abayas are worn by women of all
ages and is considered a garb of protection for a woman when she goes out into the public arena.

Kinds Of Abayas

Abayas are of different types and are specific to a region or community.  Head abaya covers the
woman from the head to below the ankles and keeps her completely hidden from menâ€™s view.  White
abayas are worn in Far Eastern countries which follow the Islamic faith.  Black abayas are worn in
the Middle Eastern countries like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar.  Women in the west and Jordan
generally prefer to wear brightly colored or earth colored abayas which also have beautiful
embroidery done on them.  With increasing Muslim women opting for more stylish abayas, couture
abayas and designer abays are being displayed in Dubai abaya stores.  Wearing an abaya is no
longer synonymous with looking drab and dowdy.

Designer Abayas from Dubai

Abayas from Dubai are a fashion statement.  Designed by the most talented designers, they are
well tailored and made of different kinds of fabrics for different occasions.  Some of them are really
attractive in satin of the finest quality with stone work embroidery in attractive designs to capture the
attention of the most discerning eye. Shops in Dubai selling Dubai abayas have websites wherein it
is possible for women to make their choices in the comfort of their homes.  Buyers can choose from
a wide range of abayas adorned with fancy laces, beads, and ribbons.
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The author writes about ;Abaya on the Internet These clothing should be comfortable, durable and
should serve the required purpose. It should also make a woman feel confident rather making her
feel conscious. Like a Dubai Abaya  ,a Abaya from Dubai . For more information please visit us :-
www.dubai-abaya.com/
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